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ISSUE
COVID-19-related restaurant closures
have left farmers without important
buyers and restaurant workers
without employment.
These new
disruptions endangered not only the
restaurant industry, but also the
relationships between producers and
restaurants. The Restaurant Reboot
Relief Program (RRRP) was designed
to help maintain and strengthen the
relationships between independent
restaurants and local farmers.

INNOVATION
To maintain these relationships, and
to create the foundation for a more
resilient restaurant industry, the LEE
Initiative provided stipends to local
farms in 20 regions across the U.S. to
ensure continued food production for
restaurants. These farmers were then
given a list of selected independent
restaurants that could purchase farm
products on credit provided by the
program. This allowed restaurants to
lower ingredient costs while still
acquiring local products, providing
high-quality
food
to
patrons,
retaining restaurant workers, and
maintaining
markets
for
and
relationships with farmers.

OUTCOME
The LEE Initiative donated over
$1,000,000 to farmers in 20 different
regions of the U.S. These farmers
gave high quality products to
restaurants for use in their normal
operations as well as in their
temporary conversion to food relief
kitchens. The LEE Initiative created
multiple innovative models for local
supply chains, emergency food relief,
and restaurant diversification. These
models are being implemented in
locations throughout the United
States.

LEE Initiative
Restaurant Reboot Relief Program
Independent restaurants and local producers often have a
symbiotic relationship. Many restaurateurs value farm fresh
products for their quality, flavor, and connection to local
communities. For local producers, restaurants are
important markets for their products. Both restaurants and
farms can cultivate a positive consumer reputation by
promoting one another.
However, COVID-19
significantly disrupted these relationships when restaurants
were forced to close in-person dining or operate at
reduced capacity to facilitate social distancing. Overnight,
farmers lost valuable markets as restaurants struggled to
maintain their operations.
The LEE Initiative is a non-profit organization founded
by chef Edward Lee in Louisville, Kentucky. The LEE
Initiative started as a pre-COVID-19 effort to support
diverse culinary talent. As COVID disruptions upended
the independent restaurant sector, LEE initiative leaders
observed the need to address the simultaneous precarity of
both the restaurant industry and chef-oriented farm
operations. While their programs are multiple, iterative,
and constantly adapting, the focus of this brief is the
Restaurant Reboot Relief Program (RRRP).
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With the RRRP, the LEE Initiative offers
direct payments to local producers to offset the
cost of growing or raising products desired by
chefs. Farmers are given a list of selected
independent restaurants participating in the
program. Then farmers use money provided by
the LEE Initiative to create a credit-based
system for the restaurants, which could be used
in lieu of cash. This strategy allows restaurants
to continue to source high-quality ingredients
while reducing food costs. Without this costoffset, restaurants would typically resort to
purchasing lower-priced, but geographically
indistinct commodities. LEE Initiative leaders
mentioned that many partner restaurants would
rather shut down than buy commodity-type
food. With the RRRP, farmers maintain and
expand
important
relationships
with
restaurants. Additionally, restaurants can offset
losses
imposed
by
reduced-capacity
arrangements and increased costs associated
with carry-out/delivery models and COVIDrelated sanitation measures.

RRRP Farm Partner, Groce Family Farm.

In 2020, the LEE Initiative raised and
distributed at least $1 million to farmers
involved in the RRRP program. While the
program provides stop-gap funding in the face
of an unprecedented crisis for the restaurant
sector, it also serves the long-term goal of
strengthening the resilience of independent
restaurants and the local farms that supply

them. COVID-19 has revealed underlying
weaknesses and inequities in many aspects of
society – including restaurants and agriculture.

RRRP Restaurant Partner, Henrietta Red.

The LEE Initiative has developed multiple
programs to meet emerging challenges including
the crisis related to COVID-19. For instance, the
RRRP evolved out of the Restaurant Workers
Relief Program (RWRP). In the spring of 2020,
many restaurants were rapidly closed or
restructured to meet public health requirements.
Subsequently, many workers in the industry found
themselves without work for an indeterminate
length of time. As a philanthropic spin-off from
Chef Ed Lee’s network of restaurants, the LEE
Initiative made the decision to rapidly shift their
focus to providing food relief to restaurant workers.
Lee’s restaurants transformed into emergency
kitchens. This pivot addressed three immediate
needs: 1) Lee’s restaurant workers remained
employed, 2) local restaurant workers who were
newly unemployed had access to meals, and 3)
partner farms had a place to send their harvest in
the absence of other market opportunities.
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On the first day of the RWRP, the kitchens
ran out of food within an hour – the need for
food relief was so great. The LEE Initiative was
then able to secure funding to extend this
program. In particular, Maker’s Mark Bourbon
realized that their marketing budget for inperson events for 2020 would likely go unused.
They redirected this budget to the LEE
Initiative’s efforts to feed restaurant workers

"Honestly for every
single program that
we do, we want to
employ people and
we want to feed
people. I think those
are big things."
Lindsey Ofacacek, Managing
Director of the LEE Initiative

and others in need. Maker’s had an existing
relationship with LEE based on providing
leadership opportunities to female chefs in the
restaurant industry.
The Initiative then leveraged Ed Lee’s
connections with chefs across the country to
quickly start similar food relief programs in
Louisville and 19 other locations including Los
Angeles, Detroit, Chicago, & Atlanta. These
relief programs served the complementary goals
of keeping some restaurant workers employed,
feeding those who were not, and maintaining a
valuable revenue stream for local producers.
Additionally, wholesale-oriented producers
donated or sold their farm products to these
relief efforts to make up for their loss of
contracts with school systems, large events, and
institutions. As of early December, 2020, the
RWRP has provided over one million meals.
Once restaurants started reopening in the
summer of 2020, the LEE Initiative rolled out
the RRRP. The LEE Initiative consulted with
the restaurants that participated in the RWRP

to nominate 3-5 farmers who were critical to their
relief and marketing efforts. They also asked these
restaurants to identify a handful of other restaurants
in their area that they could not live without.
Special consideration was given to restaurants and
farmers from under-represented backgrounds. For
instance, 8 out of the 10 participating farmers in
Kentucky were owned by women or persons of
color.
The LEE Initiative then donated funds to farmers
in each region and instructed them to create credits
for participating restaurants. After this initial
infusion to farmers, more donations came in from
donors in each community. In this way, the LEE
Initiative created new bonds and relationships
between restaurants, their patrons, farmers,
corporate entities, and organizations within specific
communities. They envision these relationships to
serve as the foundation for a post-COVID-19
revitalization of farm-to-restaurant value chains.
The LEE Initiative has used this experience to
create other programs that leverage communitybased relationships and maintain employment
opportunities. In one example, they’ve partnered
with the local school system in Louisville, KY to
develop a boxed meal program for families
experiencing food insecurity. They’ve hired 50
chefs who will use the enormous kitchen at
Churchill Downs (home of the Kentucky Derby) to
prepare 8000 frozen meals per week for families of
four. This effort merges CARES Act funding with
private donations. They also created the McAtee
Community Kitchen to provide culinary training
and food relief to future leaders in West Louisville.
The LEE Initiative also re-instituted the RRRP
during the fall/winter resurgence of COVID and
new restaurant shutdowns. Each of these efforts
address the shortfalls of national food relief efforts in
diverse communities across the country.
The LEE Initiative is so impactful because of how
its directors, Lindsey Ofcacek and Ed Lee, embrace
relationships with community and national
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partners. For instance, Audi provided 37
vehicles to help deliver farm products to
restaurants and emergency kitchens across the
US. Creation Gardens, a regional distributor,
provided distribution services for certain
products that required refrigeration. Humana, a
health insurance company, created community
response lines to identify mental health, medical

care, and food resources for RWRP participants.
Other small organizations around the country
provide similar services for associated relief
programs. They work with liaisons from different
parts of the US to replicate both the RWRP and
RRRP programs. These partners include chefs,
cooperative extension programs, farm consortiums,
and other local food organizations.

Building Better Beyond:
opportunities and considerations
For many, the restaurant business has always
been a precarious proposition. COVID-19 has
sharpened the outlines of these challenges.
While many restaurants may not survive this
moment, the relationships built by the RRRP
provides a foundation for building a better
system focused on equity and sustainability.
Through the RRRP, the LEE Initiative paid
$1,000,000 in 2020 directly to farmers to supply
independent restaurants. Many farmers have
found this program critical to their survival.
The Initiative expects to continue this program
into 2021 to strengthen farm-to-restaurant
connections while providing work for
restaurant personnel. By providing cash
infusions to farms prior to the growing season,
farmers can better plan their harvest for a year
where restaurants will continue to experience
challenges to their survival.
Lindsey Ofcacek, Managing Director of the
LEE Initiative, describes this moment as one of
immense challenges as well as opportunity to
re-build better beyond. “All of our programs
were meant to help the industry. Given the
option, every single person would have had
small impactful programs that made tiny steps
to get to more diversity, more fairness, and
more sustainability in the restaurant industry.
COVID didn’t give us that choice, it just broke
the whole thing. Now we’re going to have to

RRRP Restaurant Partner, Wrigley Taproom.

rebuild it from scratch. We really hope to see
equity, women in leadership and mentorship,
mental health support, and sustainable regional
purchasing as just how it is. We're not going to go
back to the other way. We haven’t been given a
choice. There are so many organizations out there
that have been fighting for this all along. Why not
just rebuild the right way.”
Ofcacek notes that personnel in the restaurant
sector are unique in their ability to innovate during
moments of unexpected challenges. “We've seen
people that run restaurants are actually really wellsuited for philanthropic work, especially in directaid crises, because no dinner service has ever gone
the way you thought it was going to. So you just
have to pivot!”
The LEE Initiative continues to develop different
models that address emerging challenges in the
restaurant industry. They are willing to partner
with local organizations across the US to replicate
these models on the ground. Additionally, the LEE
Initiative encourages other organizations to contact
them to discuss creative ideas for sector
diversification, sustainability, and resilience.
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This innovation brief was created in fulfillment
of a cooperative research agreement between the
Marketing Services Division of the Agricultural
Marketing Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA AMS), the
University of Kentucky, Colorado State
University and Penn State University.

Thanks for reading!
For more information and resources on Local
and Regional Food Systems Response to COVID:
Building
Better
Beyond,
visit:
https://lfscovid.localfoodeconomics.com/
where you can sign up for our project listserv,
read other innovation briefs, and check out
resources put forth by other sectors of the local
and regional food system.
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